
     
 

 

Italian Cooperation at EXPO 2015 

and the European Year for Development 
 

EXPO MILAN 2015 

EVENTS CALENDAR 

 

MAY 

6 May 

A (bio)diverse world: agrobiodiversity in a changing world 

Cascina Triulza, Expo 
 

This event is designed to examine the interaction of factors that can change agrobiodiversity and understand the complexity 

of relations between the various disciplines connected with this area of research. For example, the selection of crops and 

transformation of food that ends up on our tables are influenced by different actors including farmers, livestock farmers, 

nutritionists, economists, food security experts and agrarian policy specialists. Consumers however lack any direct 

perception of the factors and skills that contribute to the production chain or of the ethical implications of their choices m on 

the availability of genetic resources over the long term. 
 

Partners 

CNR, Bioversity International, FAO, WFP, IFAD, ENEA, IAMB, Sapienza University of Rome, Oxfam, Roma Tre University, CRA 

 

 

14 - 15 May 

The Post 2015 Development Agenda: sustainable agriculture and food and nutritional security 

Palazzo Castiglioni, Milan 
 

Lecture on the New Development Agenda and its relations with sustainable agriculture, nutrition and food security. Despite 

the fact that negotiations are currently in progress and that many issues are yet to be addressed, the consolidated 

dimensions of the New Agenda may offer a source of inspiration and promote radical changes in thinking and in the methods 

of intervention in all areas of development.  The discussion is expected to spawn ideas and views that can offer a useful 

contribution to the global debate while simultaneously raising awareness among the general audience of the importance of 

these matters on a global level. 

Partners 

IAMB, SID, ICGEB, FAO, WFP, IFAD, Sapienza University of Rome, UNIDO, European Commission 

 



     
 

 

Speakers 

Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation, Lapo Pistelli; Professor Amartya Sen, Harvard University; 

IFAD Vice Assistant President, John McIntire; FAO Deputy Director General, Jomo Kwame Sundaram; Fernando Frutuoso de 

Melo, International Cooperation and Development - DG DEVCO Director General; Professor Roger Beachy, World Food 

Center executive director, University of California, Davis; Professor Daniel Gros, Director of the Centre for European Policy 

Studies (CEPS); WFP; Sapienza University of Rome; Robin Willoughby (Oxfam international): UNIDO; Roma Tre University 

 

 

21 May 

Food, water and energy 

Cascina Triulza, Expo 

During the workshop, proposals will be examined for a systemic approach to the themes of water, food and energy, 

analysing the risks, opportunities and repercussions in political terms, for renewed commitment to fair and sustainable 

economic development. 

Special attention will be devoted to the discussion of past experiences and to the specific contribution that technology and 

innovation and the transfer thereof can offer in identifying the fastest, most economical and most effective solutions for the 

challenges of global development and the New Development Agenda. 

Partners 

ENEA, WAME, FAO, WFP, IFAD, UNIDO, European Commission, CNR, CRA, WWAP, Italian Ministry of the Environment 

 

 

25 May 

The planet on a plate: children's nursery rhymes 

Cascina Triulza, Expo 

Presentation of the book “Il pianeta nel piatto. Il diritto all'alimentazione raccontato ai bambini” (The planet on a plate. The 

right to food explained to children), created to appeal to children and introduce them to the problems of nutrition and 

agriculture in the world.  

Partners 

Oxfam, Mondadori 

 

 

28 - 29 May 

Women who count: past experiences and challenges for the new Development Agenda 

Cascina Triulza, Expo 

Two events focused on the activities of DGCS in the area of the empowerment of women in rural development and food 

security. The aim of the programme is to contribute to the definition of food security indicators for the Post 2015 Agenda, 

learning from the experience of the rural women of Sub-Saharan African, also in connection with the "Women for Expo" 

Charter process. 
 

Partners  

SID, Cespi, UNIDO, Women for Expo, FAO, WFP, IFAD 

Speakers 

Mariama Sarr, Senegalese Minister for Women  



     
 

 

 

29 May 

Right to food: Ethiopia 

Cascina Triulza, Expo 

Conference on best practices in Ethiopia with regard to sustainable agriculture and access to resources, and their impact on 

food security and gender equality. In particular, during the day the participants will examine the role of international 

cooperation and public policies in supporting small farmers and sustainable food systems. 

Partners 

Action Aid 

 

 

JUNE 

8 - 9 -10 June 

High level regional meeting to support LDCs in the areas of energy, food security and 

agricultural sector industrialisation 

Pavilion Italia, Palazzo Italia, Expo 

African Least Developed Countries will be at the centre of a three days conference focused on food security, sustainable 

agriculture, energy and the challenges represented by climate change and natural disasters. 
 

Partners 

Permanent Mission of Italy in New York 

Speakers 

Scheduled speakers include Ministers, high ranking representatives of International Institutions and International Banks 

 

 

11 June 

What is sustainable development? 

Palazzo Castiglioni, Milan 

Information day for discussion of the theme of sustainable development and its connections with the New Development 

Agenda. 
 

Partners 

SID, Italian Minister for the Environment, FAO, WFP, IFAD, Slow Food, Fairtrade, European Commission, Sapienza University 

of Rome 

Speakers 

Vandana Shiva; Carlo Petrini, Slow Food President; Sapienza University of Rome; Li Yong, Director General of UNIDO (TBC) 

 

 

 

 



     
 

 

 

15 June 

Feeding the planet post 2015: decent jobs, youth and gender equality 

Cascina Triulza, Expo 

Workshop on the value added of cooperatives in international development processes. The aim of the event is to illustrate 

the experience of the Italian cooperative movement in international cooperation, focusing also on the value of collaboration 

with the civil society in developing countries. 
 

Partners  

Coopermondo - Confcooperative 

 

 

15 June 

The future of development cooperation in the cocoa-chocolate chain 

Cocoa and Chocolate Cluster 

An information day designed to bring together all development cooperation players, both public and private, to relate their 

experiences and vision for the future of cooperation in the Cocoa and Chocolate chain. The initiative will take place in the 

informal setting of a BarCamp conference. 
 

Partners  

Eurochocolate, Fairtrade, IILA (Italian-Latin American Institute), European Commission 

 

 

16 June 

Beexpo 2015 

Palazzo Castiglioni, Milan 

The event aims to define the "bee system" through different cognitive approaches that highlight the system's importance 

and its characteristics from both the technical-scientific and the humanist standpoint. The conference will feature 

discussions on beekeeping and honey production, bringing together the competences of producers and other players in the 

territory; on climate change and sustainable apiculture, with a special focus on the survival of plant species and pollinating 

activity. Subjects covered will also include the improvement of local production, conservation of tradition and the socio-

cultural systems of rural communities, medical-nutritional aspects such as the health properties of honey, transformation 

techniques and control strategies in the processes of the value chain. 
 

Partners  

Rome University of Tor Vergata, IAO, CNR, CRA 

Speakers 

Scheduled speakers include the Ministers of Agriculture of Lebanon and Tunisia and other experts. 

 

 

 



     
 

JULY 

2 July 

Policy Coherence for Development: Italy's role 

Palazzo Castiglioni, Milan 

Workshop dedicated to the Policy Coherence for Development (PCD). Global challenges require countries to join forces and 

adopt integrated cross-sector approaches. The ongoing negotiations on the New Development Agenda offer an opportunity 

to place PCD among the sustainable goals in a more structured manner. Among the most important sector policies for PCD in 

relation to food security, nutrition and sustainable agriculture are: agriculture and energy policies; trade; agricultural 

investment; climate change and biodiversity; capacity building. 
 

Partners  

MEF, Italian Ministry for the Environment, FAO, WFP, IFAD, OECD-DAC, European Commission 

Scheduled speakers 

Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation, Lapo Pistelli, the European Commissioner for 

Development, Neven Mimica and of Hon. Paolo De Castro, chair of the European Parliament Committee on Agriculture and 

Rural Development. Invitations have been sent out to Italian Ministers Pier Carlo Padoan, Maurizio Martina, Gian Luca 

Galletti and the Ministers of International Cooperation of Germany, the Netherlands and Spain.  

 

 

1 - 3 July 

Social Enterprise World Forum 

Milan 

The Social Enterprise World Forum edition organized by ACRA-CCS Foundation in Milan in July 2015 will bring together the 

most innovative voices and projects from all over the world and provide Italian social enterprises, professionals and 

investors with the opportunity to meet the key players of this debate on the national and international level. SEWF will host 

plenary sessions and parallel workshops on five main themes: a conducive ecosystem Social Enterprise; social enterprises: a 

winning solution in poverty alleviation: Impact Investing – realigning expectations; feeding the planet through social 

enterprises; the challenge of effective communication for social enterprises. 
 

Partners  

ACRA-CCS with the patronage of DGCS                     

 

 

6 - 12 July 

Summer Camp for primary school children (sustainable agriculture; food; water; food chains; 

waste) 

Expo site / Future Food Market 

Week-long summer camp for primary and secondary school students aimed at educating and raising awareness in relation 

to food and the role of development cooperation for food security by means of experiential pathways. In addition to visits to 

various Expo premises, the following topics will be examined during the week: sustainable agriculture; the food chain from 

the soil to the table; the food, water and energy nexus; United Nations International Days; the right to food.  

 

 



     
 

 

7 July 

LIMPOPO: an excursion in the Peace Park between South Africa, Mozambique and Zimbabwe 
Cascina Triulza, Expo 

Conference accompanied by the exhibition of images by photographer Andrea Frazzetta made in the Great Limpopo 

Transfrontier Park in 2014. An account of the programme's history will then be given with the related results, from the 

origins to the present. 
 

Partners 

Cesvi 

 

8 July 

The durum wheat production chain in Ethiopia 
Cascina Triulza, Expo 

The workshop has several aims: to present the project forged from the collaboration between Italy and Ethiopia for the 

development of the durum wheat chain of value as a successful case thanks to the improvement of rural conditions in 

Ethiopia and to the Ethiopian government's production of the "Growth and Transformation Plan 2010-2015”; to promote 

Ethiopia as a potential country for public and private investment to develop agri-business chains of value for the 

production of high quality pasta; to illustrate the fact that small farmers' cooperatives are both willing and able to 

implement the technological, productive, commercial and managerial leap that is required to aspire to the role of partners 

of the national industrial sector. 
 

Partners 

IAO, Slow Food, CNR, UNIDO, CRA, FAO, Wfp, IFAD 

Speakers 

The workshop will be addressed by the Ethiopian State Minister for Industry, Dr. Mebrahtu Meles 
 

 

 

 

9 July 

Analysis of the Street Food Environment in the urban context of Maputo, Mozambique 

Cascina Triulza, Expo 

Presentation of a scientific research project on the themes of nutrition and public health in the broader context of urban 

development. The research will analyse the case of Maputo, attempting to extend the understanding of the street food 

phenomenon to similar contexts in other low-medium income countries. 
 

Partners  

Maputo Italian Development Unit (UTL); Eduardo Mondlane University – Faculty of Medicine 

 

 

13-19 July 

Summer School for students in their final secondary school years (sustainable agriculture; 

food; water; food chains; waste) 

Expo site / Future Food Market 

One-week summer camp for high school students with the goal of informing and raising awareness in relation to the food 

and agricultural themes of the northern and southern hemispheres and on the role of development cooperation in achieving 

food security. In addition to several visits to various Expo spaces, the following topics will be discussed during the week: 



     
 

food security and nutrition; the food, water and energy nexus; sustainable agriculture in the bio-economic context; post-

harvest losses and food waste; women's empowerment for food security. 
 

Partners  

University of Bologna, MIUR, ANCC-COOP, Enea, Slow Food (education groups), Comune di Milano, FAO, WFP, IFAD 

 

 

14 July 

Food, nutrition, losses and food waste 

Milan 

Innovative 45-minute theatrical performance to raise awareness among the public on key issues: consumption and food 

waste + "Disco-zuppa" event, a format created by Slow Food that has already proved extremely successful throughout Italy, 

especially among young people. 

Focused on food and discarded food in particular, this is a convivial event in which the participants are accompanied by 

music as they cooperate to wash, peel and cut vegetables to prepare a salad using market discards. This format, in coherence 

with the Expo theme, underscores the importance of reducing food waste. Such aim is increasingly pressing nowadays.  
 

Partners  

IAMB, Slow Food, FAO, WFP, IFAD 

 

 

20 July 

Energy supplies for cooking and preserving food 

Cascina Triulza, Expo 

The event is organised in the framework of the activities of the "Sustainable Energy Technologies for Food Utilisation" 

(SET4food) programme funded by the European Commission (DG-ECHO) and managed by COOPI and Politecnico di Milano. 

"Set4Food" examines the combination of the use of food and energy availability in temporary, quasi-permanent and 

permanent camps and in informal settlements. Pilot projects and study trials tested in Africa, the Middle East, and Latin 

America will be presented and discussed. The goal of this day is to involve associations, NGOs, private companies, 

foundations and professionals, and to provide an opportunity to raise public awareness on the most appropriate energy 

solutions for cooking and preserving food. 
 

Partners  

Politecnico di Milano 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



     
 

AUGUST 

26 August 

Sustainable technologies for the transformation and preservation of agribusiness products 

Cascina Triulza, Expo 

The aims of the workshop are: to present methods, technological tools and programmes adopted in development 

cooperation projects that can be extended to and at least partially reproduced in other countries and different economic and 

social contexts; to reach stakeholders keen to support, finance and participate directly in existing projects or interested in 

contributing to the development of new ideas and programmes; to allow interested parties to examine cutting-edge systems 

and technologies for the transformation and sale of food products and technologies employed to set up monitoring, planning 

and simulation systems. The final session of the event will host a ceremony organised by UNIDO to present the awards to the 

winners of a call for proposals launched by the organisation for innovative projects in the area of technology, food 

transformation and energy production applied to agriculture. 
 

Partners  

CNR, Politecnico di Milano, ENEA, INEA, MIPAAF, WAME, United Nations, FAO, WFP, IFAD 

 

 

SEPTEMBER  

7 September 

Risks and opportunities in the Andean cereals chain 

Cascina Triulza, Expo 

The Andean cereals chain guarantees food security for millions of people in Latin America (especially in the Andes and in 

Mexico). In addition, the high nutritional value of these grains has driven up demand in recent years, also on the 

international market. This constitutes a major opportunity to bolster world food security. 

The event has two main aims: to promote a far-reaching discussion of Andean cereals and the possible risks and 

opportunities brought by growing demand from other countries, with the presentation of several actual projects 

implemented by international cooperation agencies; to introduce Andean cereals (Quinoa and Amaranth, with their 

contrasting flavours), especially to a school age audience, with traditional recipes and recipes that originating from the 

meeting with modern Western cuisine. 

Partners 

Oxfam, FAO, WFP, IFAD 

 

 

10 September 

Mesopotamia: sustainable development and agriculture 

Cascina Triulza, Expo 

The purpose of this workshop is to discuss problems associated with the sustainable management of agricultural production 

in areas subject to harsh environmental conditions, such as those of southern Iraq: limited water resources, poor water 

quality, and extreme climatic conditions. The event will also examine the main production chains (milk, dates, rice and 



     
 

aquafarming) to develop proposals to Iraqi institutions and to stress the fundamental role of women in all the agricultural 

activities presented (which could be reinforced with an adequate field training intervention). 
 

Partners 

University of Florence, IAO, FAO, WFP, IFAD 
 

Scheduled speakers 

Iraqi Ministers Hon. Dr. Hussain Al-Shahristani (Minister of Higher Education and Scientific Research, Iraq), Dr. Salam Hasan 

Taha Khoshnaw (Deputy Minister for Scientific Affairs, Iraq), Dr. Salah Hadi Al-Fatlawi (Director General of the Department 

of Missions, Scholarships and Cultural Relations, Iraq), Dr. Bayan Nouri Tawfeeq (Minister of Women's Affairs, Iraq) 

 

 

17 September 

Agricultural biodiversity, value chains and women's empowerment 

Palazzo Castiglioni, Milan 

This event is linked to the wider discussion on the promotion of the role of women (Women for Expo), with a specific focus 

on conservation and the use of agricultural biodiversity in production chains. This contribution, which has yet to be fully 

appreciated, is highly strategic for the planet's food and nutritional security. Strengthening this contribution would help to 

achieve more sustainable harvests and more resilient food systems, while also constituting a powerful way of alleviating the 

marginalisation of women and creating opportunities for women's empowerment. 
 
 

Partners 

Bioversity International, Fairtrade, FAO, WFP, IFAD, Slow Food (Terra Madre network) 

 

Scheduled speakers 

Ann Tutwiler (Bioversity international); Barbara Wells (Cip); Kanayo Nwanze (IFAD); J. Graziano Da Silva (FAO); Farah 

Karimi (Oxfam-Novib); Carlo Petrini; Cinzia Scaffidi (Slow Food); Bioversity; Oxfam–Italy/Netherlands; Fairtrade; 

Indigenous Partnership; 2 women of Tamil Nadu; 1 MSSRF expert; other Developing Country associations 

 

 

23 September 

Peace and food: the inclusive business model of cooperative societies for social cohesion 

Cascina Triulza, Expo 

Workshop on the value added of cooperatives in international development processes. The aim of the event is to illustrate 

the experience of the Italian cooperative movement in international cooperation, focusing also on the value of collaboration 

with the civil society in developing countries. 
 

Partners 

Coopermondo - Confcooperative 

        

 

 

27 September 

Coffee value chains in Central America 

Cascina Triulza, Expo 

The aim of this event is to promote the unique properties of Central American regional coffee cultivars as the final stage of 

the chain on the international stage, expanding awareness of the characteristics of coffee and consolidating direct consumer 



     
 

access to producers utilising major commercial outlets.  

Partners 

IAO, Fairtrade, IILA, UNIDO, European Commission 

 

OCTOBER  

1 October 

“Tutta la cucina minuto per minuto” 

Future Food Market 

“Cooking competition”, a special edition of "Primo non sprecare" (first: don't waste) in collaboration with Italian national 

broadcaster RAI Radio 2 and the Caterpillar programme. 
 

Partners 

University of Bologna, Last Minute Market, ANCC-COOP 

 

 

8 - 18 October 

Great Limpopo Transfrontier Park Photographic Exhibition 

Camera dei Notari, Palazzo Giureconsulti, Milan 

This exhibition of around 30 colour photographs is the result of a reporting service carried out on the border between South 

Africa, Mozambique and Zimbabwe in June 2014 by Andrea Frazzetta, a highly talented photographer whose shots have 

appeared in the top Italian and international newspapers. In line with the focus of Expo 2015, apart from documenting the 

exceptional beauty of the Park and its fauna the images also focus on food security interventions for the benefit of local 

communities (revitalisation of farming and improvement of agricultural and livestock practices). Other shots will document 

the development of tourism initiatives and their positive effects on the life and economy of the local populations.  
 

Partners 

Cesvi 

 

 

8 October 

The Mediterranean: women's networks for empowerment 

Cascina Triulza, Expo 

The event will focus on the importance of networking for efficient and sustainable arrival at the goal of a higher role of 

women in agricultural/rural development and consequently in the economic and social growth of countries in the 

Mediterranean area. 

The aim is to raise awareness in relation to rural women's empowerment beyond the usual specialised audience. 
 

Partners 

IAMB, FAO, WFP, IFAD, Slow Food (Terra Madre network), Women for Expo 

 

 

 

 



     
 

 

14 - 15 October  

SIDs conference 

Pavilion Italia, Palazzo Italia, Expo 

A two-days conference dedicated to Small Island Developing States (SIDs). Special attention will be devoted to food security, 

sustainable agriculture, energy, and the challenges represented by climate change and natural disasters. 

Partners 

Permanent Mission of Italy in New York 

Scheduled speakers 

Scheduled speakers include Ministers, high ranking representatives of International Institutions and International Banks  

 

 

15 October 

Concert for the New Development Agenda 

Expo 

The event opens the celebrations of World Food Day (WFD) and will host a series of short video presentations stressing the 

importance and significance of the recently approved Development Agenda.  

This will be followed by a concert of Italian artists accompanied by two orchestras that are results of an Italian Cooperation 

project and an EU cooperation programme. 
 

Partners 

FAO, WFP, IFAD, SID, European Commission 

 

 

21 October 

Public-private partnership for healthy internationalisation. Cooperative model, national 

economic system and sustainable development 

Cascina Triulza, Expo 

Workshop on the value added of cooperatives in international development processes. The aim of the event is to illustrate 

the experience of the Italian cooperative movement in international cooperation, focusing also on the value of collaboration 

with the civil society in developing countries. 
 

 

Partners 

Coopermondo – Confcooperative 

 

 

 

22 October 

“EXPOni le tue idee” 

Palazzo Castiglioni, Milan 

The “EXPOni le tue idee” contest is an Italian educational competition based on the Expo 2015 general theme of "Feeding the 

Planet, Energy for Life”. Secondary school students will engage in debates on themes such as food quality and security, the 

right to food, the right to water, malnutrition and infant mortality, food education, etc. Individual stances are unimportant: 

the competition will be won by the team that proves able to promote its ideas most effectively and communicate them 



     
 

coherently, while simultaneously dismissing the proposals of the other team with reasoned arguments. The event will open 

on 22 October at Palazzo Castiglioni and proceed on 23 and 24 October in Cascina Triulza.  
 

Partners 

We World               

 

 

22 October 

Right to food: Somalia 

Cascina Triulza, Milan 

Lecture on best practices in sustainable agriculture in Somalia, land grabbing and access to resources and the impact of 

these latter on food security and gender equality. 
 

Partners  

Action Aid 

 


